Joey Scout Section

Date:
Leader:
Time
00

Theme: International – Greece
Method of
Learning
Ceremony

Meeting Type – Games night

Activity

Equipment

Opening Ceremony and Welcome
Joey Law
Explain that Greece was the original
home of the Olympic games and that
tonight we are having a MiniOlympics. Spread children around
area and have a “torch relay” to
begin.

A “torch” (cone with
cellophane paper)

NB. The joeys can be divided into groups
and rotate through the activities in turn or can
“compete” against each other in teams at the
same activity.

05

Game

Flag race
A relay game for teams of 5 or 6. The
containers are spaced at about 5
metre intervals. The first joey runs
and places the flags in the container
taking one flag at a time. When the
flags are out the second joey collects
the flags one at a time. The third joey
puts the flags out again etc.

3 flags (triangular
piece of material glued
to a stick) per team
3 Containers (tins) per
team
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Game

Shotput:
Joey scouts stand behind a line and
try to get their beanbag into the
container. The bean bag should be
pushed from the shoulder rather than
thrown.

Beanbags
Containers
(icecream buckets)
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Game

Teddy Tunnel:
Tunnel Ball
In teams Joeys pass the teddy
between legs to the end, last player
runs to the front and repeats. When
the whole team has had a turn at the
front, all sit down. This can also be
played by passing the teddy back
over the head or as “under and over”.

Teddy bears
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Game

Balloon Relay
Each joey runs to the collection of
balloons, takes one and bursts it,
then runs back to tag the next person
in the team.
This joey runs up to the balloons and
repeats the process. The relay ends
when all balloons are burst

Inflated Balloons

(the sturdy variety)

Leader

45
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Cooking

Ceremony

Olympic Ring Biscuits
Each joey is to ice one round biscuit
Mix the icing sugar, butter and milk to
make the icing
Spread each biscuit with white icing
Place the appropriate Smarties on the
biscuit in the Olympic rings pattern
Eat

Biscuits, icing
sugar, butter, milk,
smarties (in the 5
Olympic colours)

Closing Ceremony
Joey Theme
Prayer
Notices and thankyou

There are many different games that can be substituted or added to this list.
The “Australian Scout” July 2004 had suggestions on the Scout program tips page.

